ESSENTIAL POINTS TO MAKE IN YOUR COMMENTS ABOUT
NRC’S WASTE CONFIDENCE RULE:
While folks are free to make the comments they choose, it’s important to at least hit some of the main topics that this
waste confidence meeting is about. Please make sure that these messages get into your comments:
1.) You reject NRC’s waste confidence Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement (DGEIS), and ask NRC to
withdraw it for thorough revision. You have NO confidence in NRC’s “waste con-fidence”!
2.) You believe that no industry should be allowed to continue creating wastes it has no ability to dispose of. Since
neither the nuclear industry nor the Federal Government has an operating spent-fuel/high-level radioactive waste
disposal facility in operation, it should not be allowed to manufacture any more of these wastes. The first Rule of
Holes is: when you find yourself in the bottom of a hole, STOP DIGGING! If you have no place to dispose of
radioactive spent fuel, STOP MAKING IT!
3.) NRC should not be allowed to issue new reactor licenses, nor grant license extensions to old operating reactors
until a permanent, deep-geological high-level radioactive waste disposal facility is built and operating.
4.) No state is a waste dump! We don’t want any more high-level radioactive wastes coming “to or through” our
state. You do not want to see more high-level, long-lived radioactive waste coming to proposed so-called
“centralized interim storage” waste facilities (a.k.a., “parking lot dumps”) here or anywhere else.
Making oral comments at NRC meeting: The NRC will limit comments to 3 minutes. Rule of thumb is to give 2
minutes per single sided, 8-1/2 x 11 sheet, double spaced. So, limit your comments to 1- ½ pages, double spaced.
After making these points, you should speak from the heart. Thanks for doing this! For more information: NEIS’
website: www.neis.org, click “NRC Waste Confidence” tab; or: http://www.nirs.org/radwaste/wasteconfidence.htm
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